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Winter Energy Saving Tips

Minimize Drafts and Heat/Cooling Loss

1. Lock windows to ensure they’re fully closed and sealed.

2. Close insulating shades or drapes, especially in rooms you’re not using.
Insulating shades such as closed-cell honeycomb really work.

3. If you have windows with a southern exposure, open the shades and drapes on
sunny afternoons to let direct sunlight and solar warmth into the room.  (Make
sure ceiling fans are operating in reverse (blowing upward) mode.)  Close shades
as soon as direct sunlight wanes.

4. Check for air leaks around the exterior doors. If necessary, the clearance at
bottom of the door can be adjusted by raising/lowering the threshold (located on
the floor, under the door).  It is usually adjusted by turning the screws that hold it
to the floor.  A “sweep” can also be screwed to bottom of door if still drafty.  If
you have drafts around the sides or top of door, self-adhesive foam insulation
strips can be applied.  (Available at hardware store.)

5. Consider installing storm doors. This also has the benefit of allowing the breezes
to cool your home during the warm weather.

6. Close interior doors to minimize drafts between rooms.  Drafts always seem to
find a path to carry heat out of the house.

7. Some folks have discovered cold drafts coming out of the grill at bottom of their
wall mounted fireplace.  This can usually be minimized by opening the bottom
grill and plugging any open holes (eg where the gas line enters) with fiberglass
insulation.   As a temporary measure, you can block the draft with a blanket, but

Do not block the top or lower louvers when using the fireplace – these
provide the passage for air that is warmed by the fireplace and passed back
into the room.

8. Install insulating pads behind covers for electrical switch and outlets. Those
located on outside walls are most important. (Turn off the associated circuit
breaker(s) before doing this.)

9. Install insulating plugs (similar to child safety dummy plugs) in all unused outlets,
especially on outer walls.
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10. Install transparent plastic on inside of windows that are never opened, such as an
outside-facing laundry room.  This is self adhesive film is easily installed with a
hair dryer, and provides an effective “dead air space” between window and the
plastic.  It’s almost invisible.  It’s also good for the opaque glass block windows
in master bathrooms.  Available in any hardware store.

11. Check the cable TV and telephone entry panel for drafts.  This is the behind the
louvered metal panel that contains your cable TV entry connections, often located
on the inside wall of the garage. Several homes have significant air leaks behind
this panel.  I don’t recommend applying spray foam insulation in this area,
because it will make any future work on the wiring very difficult.  Instead,
insulate the perimeter of the metal box cover with ½” thick self-adhesive foam
insulation (sold in 1” wide rolls).  On the inside of the cover, close off the louvers
with same.  When the cover is replaced, the insulation should seal the panel.

12. In some homes (e.g. Bach), residents have found that the wall cavities where the
shut-off valves are located for the outside spigots, contained no insulation at all.
If you have one of these panels you can easily remove it to check and add
fiberglass insulation if needed.

13. If you’ve added an interior staircase to your sky basement, ensure it’s got a door
you can keep closed to prevent warm air from leaving the main house and rising
up the staircase. This is a major heat loss exposure.

Manage Your Heating System

Understanding How Your Heating System Works

Your heating/cooling system, in heat mode, operates in either of two modes – heat pump
or auxiliary heat mode.  Never both at the same time.  Emergency heat mode forces
auxiliary heat on.

In SV homes the auxiliary heat for main floor is propane furnace.  For most lofts and
basements the auxiliary heat is 220 volt electric. Note that lofts and basements have
separate systems in addition to the main system.

The auxiliary heat is packaged with the air handler (blower) unit inside the house, usually
in the attic. The same blower is used for both heat pump and auxiliary methods of
heating.

Heat Pump and Switchover Operation

The amount of heat available from a heat pump decreases as the ambient temperature
drops. Also, as the outside temperature drops, more heat is lost from your house (through
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roof, windows, walls, etc).  At some ambient temperature (somewhere around 25 - 35
degrees F depending on how well your home is insulated), the heat from the heat pump
can no longer keep up with the heating needs for the house. This is the “balance point” at
which auxiliary heat "kicks in" and takes over.

At temperatures above the balance point, the heat pump can provide enough heat
for the house - it just runs longer than propane to produce the same amount of
heat.  This is much cheaper than propane heat.

As temps decrease below the balance point, the heat pump will run longer and
longer and eventually not be able to keep the house at the temperature requested
by the thermostat.  This is why the system switches to auxiliary heat when the
balance point temperature is reached.

An adjustable thermostatic switch in the compressor (outdoor) unit controls the
switchover.

The cost to run your heat pump is much less than using propane heat when the ambient
temperature is above the balance/switchover point. (For a Gershwin home and 32 F
ambient temperature, the heat pump costs less than ½ as much as propane furnace – to
provide the same amount of heat. (Note that the heat pump will run longer than the
furnace in doing so.)  See my document “Winter Energy Cost Comparison” for details.

Heating Tips

1. Clean or change your air filters periodically.  In many cases you just gently clean
them with a vacuum cleaner.  Be sure not to break the reinforcing grid(s), else pieces
of filter will get sucked up into the system.  When re-installing the filter, make sure to
note the direction of the airflow arrow printed on the filter.  The airflow goes into the
duct.

2. Set your thermostat to the lowest temperature that is comfortable.

3. Consider a programmable thermostat to reduce the temperature at night, or while
you’re at work.  For a typical SV home, make sure it’s compatible with two stage heat
pump, and single stage cooling.  This allows you to program a lower temperature at
night and not pay for unnecessary heat. Compatible thermostats include Honeywell
FocusPro 6000 (TH6220D, TH6320D) and Lux HP2110, TX9100E.   Some units
(like the Honeywell FocusPro 6000 and higher series) allow you to choose "comfort"
or “energy saving" mode.  When the house is cold, energy saving mode uses the heat
pump for a longer time before turning on the backup propane furnace. Be sure to
select a unit that supports at least 2 heating and one cooling stages.  Delmarva has
also been providing free programmable thermostats for customers who sign up
for their Power Energy Wise Rewards program.  Go to
www.delmarva.com/rewards.
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4. When programming your house thermostat, do not increase temperature between
adjacent time periods more than 2 degrees. Allow a delay for target temp to be
reached (usually an hour), then increase by another 2 degrees.  This is because most
thermostats will switch to auxiliary heat if the new requested temperature is more
than 2-3 degrees F warmer.  (The intent is to warm the house up rapidly to the desired
temperature.)  (Remember that setting the thermostat more than 2F warmer will
probably switch your heating system over to auxiliary (propane) mode.) For
example, I’ve got mine programmed for: 67F (8AM - 6PM), 68F (6PM - 11PM), 63F
(11PM – 6AM), 65F (6AM – 7AM)

5. Some manual (not programmed) thermostats automatically use auxiliary heat if you
request more than a 2F increase, and then switch back to heat pump operation once
the target temperature is reached.  In this case use small increases to minimize
unnecessary propane use.   Other manual thermostats are “dumb” and do not
automatically switch to auxiliary heat if you ask for more than a 2F increase.  In this
scenario, switchover to propane is controlled solely by the outside switchover
thermostat described earlier.  (You can always force the propane furnace on by using
the “emergency heat” setting.)

6. Close down the air conditioning vents in rooms you don’t usually use.  Each vent has
a slider knob that controls the amount of airflow.  Use yardstick or something similar
to move the slider to partially close the vents.

7. Have your heat pump switchover temperature set for about 33F ambient temperature.
This is controlled by a thermostatic control in the compressor (outdoor) unit. (Set to
30F or possibly lower if you’ve added additional insulation to your home.)  Note that
if this is a lower setting than the original, your heat pump will run for longer periods
of time – which is fine.  This is more economical than burning propane.  If your
house is not warm enough, split the difference between old and new setting.  I’ve
seen homes where the switchover was set at 45F+, and they were burning incredible
amounts of propane!

8. Add local heat to a smaller room(s) where you spend a large part of the day.  The oil-
filled electric heaters that look like small old-fashioned radiators work well, even at
low settings.  (Cost about $40.)  Remember - it’s cheaper to heat a room or two vs.
the whole house.

Use Your Fireplace

If you’re going to spend time in vicinity of your fireplace, consider using it for heat as
well as ambiance.  The fireplace burns far less propane that the house furnace (about ¼ as
much as the furnace for a Gershwin) and the heat is concentrated in the room where the
fireplace is located, whereas the heating system heats the entire house.
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If you want to heat with the fireplace instead of the heating system, you may have to
override your thermostat setting to a lower temperature in order to cause the heating
system to turn off.  This depends in part on the location of the thermostat.  Experiment
and give it a try…

For example - On a cold morning, when the propane furnace is operating, try using the
fireplace to warm up the immediate living area, instead of heating the entire house.
Later in the morning, when the outside temperature reaches about 35F, the heating
system should be ready to operate in heat pump mode.   Turn the fireplace off and run the
heating system as you normally would – it should be in heat pump mode.

Here are some things to consider:

• This works far better if you have the optional circulating blower in the wall
fireplace, because it maximizes heat transfer heat from the fireplace to the room.
Set the blower speed to max.  The speed control is located behind the fireplace
lower louver (The louver swings down).

• Works well for 3-sided fireplaces, regardless of blower.

• Also works far better if you have a ceiling fan in vicinity of the fireplace. In the
winter, be sure to run your ceiling fans in reverse (pushing air to ceiling) at low to
medium speed to homogenize the warm air near ceiling with the cold air near the
floor.  (If your fireplace is located under a high cathedral ceiling (e.g. solarium), it
may work better to have the fan push air to the floor.).

• Works better for homes with standard 9’ ceilings, as there’s less cold air to dilute
the warm air.

• Works better for homes where the fireplace vicinity is somewhat contained, like
the Bach and Gershwin models.  (Some very large and super-open models are so
spacious that heat from the fireplace will dissipate thorough a very large area, and
may not have as much of a noticeable effect.)

General Tips

1. Insulate your hot water heater, either with Reflectix (the aluminum insulating
material) or traditional fiberglass jacket.  Reflectix available at Loews.  Jacket
available in any hardware store.

2. If the floor feels cold to you (especially in “slab” houses, consider area rugs as
needed.

3. Although initially expensive, you may consider adding additional insulation in
the attic.  I added an additional R-30, using 24” wide unfaced fiberglass batts.
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This width is perfect to completely cover the original blown-in insulation.  It’s
also easy to move in case you ever need work done in the attic.  I got mine on
special order from Shore Lumber here in Centreville.


